
trisha_29: kicks my shoes off....gets up and stands on the bar....tip toes down the 
end....snapping my hips with the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: woohooo trishhhhhhhhhhhh 
dirtyrpgirl: sits back on the barstool watching you pass by 
trisha_29: reaches for the shiney pole....glances around...tip toeing around the pole 
...fingers gripping tight as i stop and straddle against it 
dirtyrpgirl: ty ty...please dont...giggles 
dirtyrpgirl: grips my bottle of beer tight as i just oogle 

D r a z: smiles watching trisha   as she straddles  the pol 
galfr01: leans back and takes a sip of water... well no f'n work is getting done now..  

trisha_29: rolling my hips...grinding against the pole...working my ass down to the floor 
slowly...head tossing back and rolling my hips back up slowly 
dirtyrpgirl: hehee galf 

dirtyrpgirl: whew...fans myself 
trisha_29: wraps one leg around the pole...arching and leaning back...circling my hips with 
the beat against the shiney pole 

dirtyrpgirl: damn..that is oooooooosooooooooooooooo sexy baby 
trisha_29: unwrapping my leg and spinning to press my back against the pole....reaching up 
and pushing my fingers through the long locks of my hair...breasts thrust forward...ass 
working to glide up and down the pole slowly 
Jackie62: settles at the end of the long bar watches trisha..... been awhile since ive seen 
anyone dance here 

D r a z: smiles seeing   trisha  has a great  pole dancing technique 
dirtyrpgirl: yesssssssssssssssssssss she does Draz....wow 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps up on the bastools and woot and applauds my baby....well 

doneeeeeeeeeeeeeee girl 
D r a z: woo  hoo superb   trisha  
trisha_29: drops my ass down...hands sliding along the smoothness of my thighs...gripping 
my knees and pulling my legs slowly apart................stands and grins.....walks back over 
to my spot on the bar and sits 

trisha_29: ty ty 
dirtyrpgirl: are you sure your not bi?...giggles 
trisha_29: lol 
galfr01: claps slowly watching trish go back to her spot.. . 
 

trisha_29: climbs up and stands on the bar...looking around...unzipping my hoodie and 
peeling it off me..revealing the little white tank top hidden under it 
mikem074: mhmm 
nozzle3499: ohhh my 

jazalynn: -looks up seeing trisha and smiles 
trisha_29: reaches up...rolling my head back..pulling the pony tail holder from my 
hair...giving my head a shake...letting the long dark locks slowly fall down 
wildly...shooting the pony tail holder off in to the air towards mike 
mikem074: catches holder 
trisha_29: kicks my little shoes off...sending them flying to the floor...reaching back and 
sliding my hand down over the perfect curves of my ass in the tight little jeans....glancing 
at draz as i walk down the bar...reaching up and slowly running my finger along the 
shiney pole 

nozzle3499: watching trish, sips my beer 
mikem074: cant believe it 

D r a z:  yeah yeah yeah ..ooooooooo  trisha on the pole  
mikem074: she loves the pole 
nozzle3499: nice day to be at LAB 

trisha_29: turns my back to the pole...grins...reaches my hand up and grasps the pole 
above my head...giving my hips a little rock back and forth...ass rubbing against the 
pole...slowly sliding down it and back up 

nozzle3499:  *whistles* 
D r a z: grins at trisha ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  such ahot dancer  



trisha_29: pushes my back off the pole...still holding it tight with my hand...walking around 
it and stopping so the pole is in front of me...rolling my hips in close to it...the crotch of 
my tight jeans just barely rubbing along the pole as i stand straddled against it.... 
nozzle3499: seems most the girls here love the pole mike 
mikem074: she does have the moves... 

D r a z:  eyes glued  to trisha as she dances 
nozzle3499: sweet mother mary 
trisha_29: holding tight to the pole...legs spread straddling against it....dropping my ass 
down to the floor and rolling them back up slowly...snapping them back and forth as the 
music picks up 

mikem074: making it rain $20's on the floor of trisha's feet 
D r a z: shes got all the moves ..........dirty dirty dancer ........... never ever lonely  
nozzle3499: mmm mmm mmmmmm 

trisha_29: grins...pushes away from the pole....turning my back to mike...giving my perfect 
little ass a shake..fingers sliding along the waistband of my jeans...giving them a little 
tug undone....fingers sliding around to my hips...snapping them as i push at the jeans 
giving a peek of my little dark blue thong...tugging them back up teasingly 
mikem074: nods approvingly 
D r a z:  smiles as we all get a view of cream cheeks and the tiny thong 

nozzle3499: just lovely 
trisha_29: looks back over my shoulder....grins...bending forward...hips rocking back and 
forth...peekling the tight jeans down over my ass cheeks..revealing the little 
thong...peeling them all the way down my long legs..stepping out and kicking them away 
mikem074: what a body....10 
nozzle3499: def gorgeous 

D r a z: claps  to  the beat watching trisha  ,,,,,,,,,, whistles seeing  the long legs going all 
the way  up  ..........  
nozzle3499: 10+ 

trisha_29: rolls my head around...long wild locks flying around with the beat of the 
music...jumps towards the pole...grasping it with my hand...one long leg wrapping 
around it...twirling down around the pole as my back arches and i lean way back...little 
white tank top slithering up over my tummy 
nozzle3499: watching intently 

D r a z: woo hoo .....smiles looking where  the pole is  
nozzle3499: go go goooo girl 
trisha_29: winks at draz...drops my leg down from around the pole...pressing my thong 
covered crotch tight against the pole...rolling my hips forward...dropping my ass down 
and back up again slowly 
D r a z: she wraps  them hands round the pole .takes it off real slow ..........porn star 

dancing !!! 
nozzle3499: naturally talented 
mikem074: cold stone stunner... 

trisha_29: grins...hooks my leg around the pole again...hips rocking and grinding against 
the shiney metal...leaning way back...crossing my arms in front of me..grasping the 
bottom of my little tank top and peeling it up and off me.....tossing it at mike...fingers 
moving back to slither down over the soft lace of my black bra 
D r a z: shes sexy as hell ..................got us in the zone 

nozzle3499: sips my beer, grinning at trish 
mikem074: smiling leaning back in chair 
D r a z: go little bad girl ............... look at her go ..shes amazing ..........keep it going .....go 

little bad girl  
trisha_29: laughs....pushes away from the pole...walks over to mike...turns my back to 
him...grasping the arms of his chair..dropping my ass down against his lap...hips rocking 
slowly with the music...looks back..winks and stands back up...walking away with a grin 
mikem074: not nice 
D r a z: stands and applauds  trisha ,,,,,,,,,,,,superb.........what a show !!!! 

D r a z:  shes amazing on the dancefllor ..amazing anywhere 



mikem074: great dance 
trisha_29: winks at mike....looks for my clothes 

mikem074: what clothes 
nozzle3499: whistles 
trisha_29: lol my clothes! 
nozzle3499: chuckles 
mikem074: i see nothing 
trisha_29: walks over to mike...holds my hand out ...got my clothes? 

mikem074: grr 
D r a z:  passes trisha a LAB robe  

mikem074: hands over peper towel sheet 
mikem074: paper 
trisha_29: ty draz 

trisha_29: lmao mike! 
trisha_29: snatches my jeans and tank top and walks to the changing room to put them on 

 

 

D r a z: slides a tray of popsicles on the bar 
trisha_29: reaches over to the tray...picking up a cherry popsicle...twirling it in my fingers 
and to my lips 
Seth0186: watches  
slave_boy33: is it getting warm in here? 
slave_boy33: or is it just me? 
trisha_29: darts my tongue out between my lips...swirling it around the base of the popsicle 
and slowly licking up the lenght of it..feeling the cold tingle against my tongue 
Seth0186: smirks .. watches  
slave_boy33: takes a step closer 

slave_boy33: keeps fingers away... 
trisha_29: parting my lips a bit...curling my tongue to craddle the end of the 
popsicle..slowly pushing back and forth against my tongue...softly suckling the dripping 
cold juices into my warm mouth 
D r a z: smiles watching  trisha  
Seth0186: smh tease  
slave_boy33: soo i looses a few fingers 
trisha_29: smirks...purses my lips around the end of the cold popsicle...giving it a good hard 
suck..mmmmmm 

slave_boy33: or a hand... 
Seth0186: um ..adjusts myself a few times  
Seth0186: leans in  
Seth0186: whispers  
trisha_29: puts one finger to the end of the stick of the popsicle...slowly pushing it...cheeks 
hollowing a bit...sucking the dripping cold popsicle into my mouth 
trisha_29: listens 
Seth0186: leans back smirks  
D r a z: looks at the bulgingcheeks  
masterofasinglesoul:  I just destroy my peaches reading that trish  
trisha_29: smirks at the whisper...twirling the icey popsicle between my lips...suckling the 
juices from it...feeling a little drip trickle down over my lip 
Seth0186: watches  
Seth0186: tugs on my collar  
trisha_29: pulls the popsicle from my warm mouth...darting my tongue out to swirl over my 
bottom lip..catching the cold drip...slurping it onto my mouth....mmmm..its not good to 
miss any drop of such sweetness 

Seth0186: oh i totally agree  



slave_boy33: hope on falls my way.... 
slave_boy33: *one 

trisha_29: smiles...turning the dripping popsicle sideways...darting my tongue to lick the 
lenght of it 
Seth0186: watching intently  
trisha_29: rolling the end of the cold popsicle back and forth across my bottom lip...swirling 
my tongue around it teasingly..catching it in my lips and giving it another hard 
suck..drawing the cold juices from it..shivering softly 

slave_boy33: so are we... 
masterofasinglesoul: I have goose bumps  
Seth0186: i have um  
Seth0186: nm  
masterofasinglesoul: time for shower Seth ? 

Seth0186: no  
Seth0186: time for me and trisha to just get the hell outa here the shower can come at 
some point lol 
masterofasinglesoul: lol 
slave_boy33: heheheh 
trisha_29: smiles...pulls the popsicle from my lips..setting it over on the tray....hopping 
down off the bar...reaching for seth's hand.....laughs.....nods...time for us to go 

 


